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It's probably true that kids shouldn't keep expensive smartphones or tablets. They have a penchant for destroying these things. However, if you are brave, your mobile device can be a small window into the world that can entertain your kids for hours and sometimes it can even help educate them! Here are the best Android children's
games. AndrobabyApp'yz children's gameFisher-Price gameFooFoo KidsGoKidsPrice: Free / Options (usually about $1.99)Androbaby is a developer on Google Play. They did quite a few children's games. Some of them are ideal for young children. Some of the games include First Words for Babies, Baby Farm Games, Baby Flashcards,
Animal Sounds, and Color Training for Babies. They have games for the elderly too, such as 2048. Most games are free with advertising. You can usually remove ads at a nominal price. Those who subscribe to Google Play Pass can get most Androbaby games for free. App's Child GamesPrice: Free/Options (usually about $1.99-$2.99)
App quiz is another developer on Google Play. They also have a decent amount of good children's games. Some of the titles include Baby Puzzles, Baby Musical Instruments, Baby Balls, Toddler and Baby Games, Car Wash for Kids, and a few more. The games are simple, colorful and noisy. They are essentially just mobile versions of
real life children's toy games. Every game is free to download. There is an advertisement if you stick to the free version. Paid versions remove ads. Fisher-Price Child GamesPrice: Free/$2.99 EachFisher-Price is a huge name in children's entertainment. They make a lot of toys that you've probably seen before. They also have a bunch of
children's games on their mobile phone. Most games range in price from free to $2.99. This makes them easily accessible, even for those with a tighter budget. Free, usually, have no advertising either. There are games that have nursery rhymes, hide and look, counting, and sound games. Several games contain multiple games in one.
They don't all work at home. However, most of them have to work very well. FooFoo KidsPrice: Free/Options (usually about $0.99)FooFoo Kids is another app developer on Google Play with a bunch of children's games and games for older kids too. It may take some searching to find the child's appropriate games. However, they have
super simple things like a balloon popping and coloring app that should require virtually no effort for kids to play. All FooFoo Kids apps are free. Some are in the app purchases, but we haven't found one that cost more than $0.99. This is a worthy generic option for children's games. GoKidsPrice: Free / VariesGoKids is another developer
who lots of children's games. Most of them are not educational. You can find some educational things thrown out as well. Their biggest games include Animal Farm, Baby piano zoo, learning form, and Ocean Bubbles Pop. Most games are free for With advertising. Usually you can pay to remove this ad. Some are for older children. It's just
something to keep in mind if you run into one that's too hard for your child. GunjanApps StudiosPrice: Free/Options (usually $1.99-$3.99) is another developer on Google Play who makes children's games. There aren't as many as some other studios. However, they seem to be doing very well. Some of the best games include balloon pop,
preschool kids, alphabet for kids, baby shapes, and Baby First Words. Some of them work very well. Others have several errors that can affect the gaming experience. We recommend checking user reviews to see what is what. Most are free to download, but the free version may have advertisements. The premium version of these
children's games is usually relatively inexpensive. KidloLandPrice: Free with in-app purchases/$4.99 per month/$39.99 per yearKidloland is actually one of the best mobile children's games available right now. It boasts over 300 mini-games, interactive videos, nursery rhymes, stories and more. Most things can be downloaded for offline
use. In addition, no version of this app has advertising. However, it has many different ways of paying. You can buy things as individual purchases in the app. There is also a subscription service that gives you access to all of this. The app is fairly good with a lot of things to do. We understand if this subscription price seems like a bad idea,
however. We're definitely not fans of it, either. However, this one offers more than some developers offer throughout its catalog, so it's worth looking at. Lively Mind is another developer on Google Play with a bunch of children's games. They now have about half a dozen titles. They cover topics such as singing songs, simple puzzles,
rhymes, music, and some common things like animal sounds, fireworks, balloon popping, and more. The games are relatively simple and most kids should have no problem with them. Apps also work without too much trouble. Unfortunately, the free version contains ads. However, premium versions are inexpensive and they remove
advertising. Magic Joy DoodlePrice: Free /0.99Magic Joy Doodle is a simple drawing app for kids and adults. You draw things in bright, neon colors on a black background. Then you can play the whole sequence back and re-watch what you have drawn. There are several different color variations, different doodle drawings, and you can
save images to share on social media later if you want to brag. The color of randomization and Use to make great for younger children and the premium version is also pretty cheap. Talking Tom GamesPrice: Free Top PlayOutfit7 is one of the most popular developers on Google Play. They do Talking Volume series games. Some of them
are their include my talking Tom, my talking Angela, and many others. Each game is a little different from what it was before. Their latest name, My Talking Hank, is actually a sim where you take care of a puppy named Hank. It's all very charming. It may be too much for some kids. However, they are free to download. Make sure your
password protects your Google Play account. They have in-app purchases. If we missed any of the best children's games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Source: Andrew Myrick / Android Central Best Game Controllers for Android Android Central
2020 Mobile games on your phone often offers the flexibility of games worldwide only using touch screen control. But let's be real - there's nothing better than playing with a confidence controller in hand. The best option is Razer Kishi, which is a premium Bluetooth controller that will allow you to play all your favorite old-school games
using emulators or the best Android games that support Bluetooth controls, along with those graphically-intense titles that make their way onto the Play Store.Source:Russell Holly/Android Central With phones that have better features than many computers, many game developers have taken over the Play Store. This is evidenced by Call
of Duty and Fortnite. You don't have to deal with a third-party plastic clip though if you want to play on your phone like a real controller. With Razer Kishi, you can turn almost any smartphone into a Nintendo Switch, and you don't have to worry about Bluetooth connectivity slowing you down. In our review of Razer Kishi, we found that Kishi
hits almost every sign you can want in a gaming controller for Android. With cloud games becoming more popular, you'll be glad to know that Kishi is one of the recommended controllers to use with GEForce NOW streaming service NVIDIA. Perhaps the best part is that you never have to charge Kishi as it connects directly to your
smartphone. There's even a through USB-C port available if you start working out of juice. While there aren't many complaints to be had with Kish, Razer did miss the mark in several places. Remarkably, you won't be able to use Kishi to play games on your computer. In addition, the USB-C pass port can only be used for charging, so
there is no way to plug in some headphones if your phone has a 3.5mm headphone jack. Suitable for almost every phone Compact and lightweight Recommended controller for NVIDIA GeForce NOW does not require charging Can not be connected wirelessly to the smartphone or PC External USB-C port only for passthrough charging
For pros or amateur mobile gamers Razer Kishi sleek, gives you a familiar layout controller, fits almost every phone, and won't break the bank. If you think, believe what Razer Raiju Mobile brings to the table - dual Bluetooth and wired connections, four multifunctional buttons that can be remapped to please your needs, hair trigger mode
for left and right triggers, and a phone mount with a 60-degree tilt for comfortable viewing angles - the only thing that can give you pause is the price. Razer Raiju Mobile is a professional controller that feels perfectly balanced in your hand, even with an installed phone. This makes it a great controller for extended gaming sessions, like 20
hours of battery life and an extra-long wicker USB-A for USB-C cable that you can use to charge the controller as you play. The only problem I had with it is sometimes the grip will block the volume control or, at worst, put pressure on the power button. Released as a premium accessory for Razer Phone 2, Raiju Mobile also works with
two Android phones at the same time. This is one of my favorite features about this controller; There is a physical switch that allows you to pair and connect to two different phones. This is great if you are going to share this controller with other gamers. The handy grip Easy paired on Bluetooth works with two phones immediately comes
with cables for wired connection and charging works flawlessly for any app that supports Bluetooth control can't custom button card phone clutch can block access to the volume control pro controller for serious mobile gamers Raiju Mobile is the most complete Bluetooth gaming controller you can buy for mobile games. Source: Android
Central SteelSeries delivers the best Bluetooth game controllers for Android, and Stratus Duo is the latest and best. Once again, the company has developed a convenient controller for retention. This time it's with a rechargeable lithium-ion battery and a Wi-Fi key that makes it just as easy to connect it to your computer to play your
favorite Steam games. The duo replaced Stratus XL as my favorite SteelSeries controller for Android. For a start, the controller has been redesigned to be more ergonomic, especially around the top. The shoulder buttons are comfortable, and the only thing missing is the phone mount (which is sold separately). Best of all, the
rechargeable lithium-ion battery means I've never left searching for an AA battery like I was with the XL. Rechargeable Battery Designed to Comfort Pairs Reliably Fast Every Time it's easy to switch between Android and PC Connects via Bluetooth or Wi-FI with USB adapter No tactile feedback Phone holder stands extra for those that
bounce between Android and PC games Stratus Duo is an exquisite and convenient controller that is also connected to With USB key enabled. Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central If your childhood involved spend countless hours playing SNES, the 8bitDo SN30 is going to give you all the nostalgic feels. Nintendo's famous controller
updated with Bluetooth connectivity, allowing the 8BitDo SN30 Pro to work with Android, Windows, macOS, Raspberry Pi, and even The Nintendo Switch. Such versatility will be especially valuable if you happen to have a collection of retro games that you love to come back to. Not so good is the lack of a special power switch or button to
pair - instead, you use the Start and Choose buttons, and this can result in unpaid randomness. The SN30 Pro does a great job of providing all the modern features that we expected from the quality of the wireless controller. Not only will you get the familiarity and comfort of your favorite SNES controller, but it's also available in all classic
GameBoy Color colors. Everything is powered by a rechargeable 480mAh battery, and the pairing and resets are powered by the Select button. The SNES Wireless Controller is well built with tactile D-pad and buttons available in nostalgic color options Compatible with Android and more No dedicated switches or buttons to power or
pairing Bluetooth 4.0 is an outdated perfect pairing for retro gamers This is the wireless controller SNES you dreamed of as a child. Get your game with this Bluetooth controller for classic games. Source: Android Central there are professional game controllers and then there are Xbox Elite Controller Series 2. Pro gamers all over the
world use this controller, and for good reason. Almost every aspect of the controller is configured, from the D-Pad to the trigger shapes on the back. USB-C is on board, which is not the brain for any new accessories, but Microsoft also includes a case for carrying and charging the dock. Fully charged, the Elite Series 2 controller will give
you up to 40 hours of gameplay. The controller is so customizable that you can even create custom profiles based on the games you play, which is just phenomenal and extremely useful. The biggest drawback of Elite 2 has nothing to do with the controller itself, but instead is the price. It's quite expensive than other controllers, so it won't
make too much sense if you have an Xbox or PC Gamer as well. Premium controller used by eSports competitors can create custom profiles for various games interchangeable thumbtack and paddle-shaped recharge via USB-C or included charging dock up to 40 hours on a fully charged battery High asking price Overkill for most mobile
games controller designed to use pro gamers Xbox Elite Controller 2 is the end of all-all controllers, with all settings you can want. Source: Gamesir In theory, any controller that offers physical buttons should be better than touch screen control, but this is not always the case. I've dealt with a lot of frustration with Bluetooth connectivity or
lag When all I want is a more comfortable thing to hold in my hand than my flat smartphone. That is, I came to evaluate GameSir F2 Game Grip. You can use it on almost any size of the phone to provide your palms with something to rest. It will take some time to get used to where your fingers naturally drop holding the grip compared to
just holding your phone. But it wonders if you often deal with hand fatigue after playing for hours. It also includes a conductive joystick that lies on the screen and allows you to control the movement of your character with a more tactile reaction. It's a simple snap to change your orientation or delete it altogether. And the clutch can also be
used as a setup for watching media or games with a Bluetooth controller. Compatible with just about any phone No pairing or compatibility issues adds much needed comfort Compact and affordable conductive joystick uncomfortable with other games Just get grip! GameSir F2 Grip gives you a little more to hold on to while you enjoy your
favorite mobile games. Source: Android Central Google Stadia Controller was a rough start because it was necessary you use it wired when you run if you played with Chromecast Ultra as part of the Stadia Founders Edition bundle. All these issues have finally been straightened out, and recent updates have made it possible for you to
leave the wires behind. It's the only way to play Stadia on your Chromecast, but it's also just a great game controller for the service as a whole. Coming from Google, you knew that there would be some assistant-oriented features in tow. There is not only a special button to access Assistant, but also another button that makes it easy to
quickly share a clip on YouTube. And you don't have to worry about anti-funk design as Google has kept things simple and Stadia Controller has a familiar and comfortable look. Outside of integrating Google Assistant, the price tag can be a bit steep for some. Also, if you want to play with your phone instead of on Chromecast, you'll need
a clip of your smartphone to complete the ensemble. Finally, you may run into trouble actually finding this controller, since it is only available from Google and cannot be picked up from your local store's large boxes. The built-in button share Comfortable and familiar design Fast Access to Google Assistant The only way to play Stadia with
Chromecast is a bit pricey for the basic controller smartphone clip sold separately only available from Google's Google cloud games Stadia Controller Sports familiar design and works great even if you do not play Stadia. Source: 8Bitdo This next controller may look a bit familiar, and that's because it's nothing more than a redesigned
version of the SN30 Pro from 8BitDo. However, this one is special; 8Bitdo worked closely with Microsoft is building a new controller for the xCloud project. This partnership with Microsoft is evidenced by a familiar Xbox button placed right in the middle of the middle However, unlike the standard SN30 Pro, this new version is a little more
customizable. You'll be able to reassign buttons as well as customize thumbtacks for better accuracy and triggers to respond to how far you push them. Although 16 hours of battery life is not scary, it's a little less than we'd like to see. If you're used to playing mobile games with a larger controller like the Xbox One option, then the 8Bitdo
controller may also be too small. The 8BitDo SN30 Pro for the xCloud project is scheduled for release in September, but is available for pre-order from Amazon now. The buttons can be reassigned Thumbsticks can be customized for the best accuracy triggers can be adjusted to respond faster Includes improved game clip 16-hours
battery life No the greatest controller may be too small for some to be prepared for the xCloud 8Bitdo project already making some pretty great controllers, and the revamped SN30 Pro will make for a great xCloud companion project. The value of the Bluetooth controller for games will continue to grow with gaming streaming services such
as Google Stadium and the Microsoft xCloud project, allowing us to make more games on the go. If you don't yet have a premium Bluetooth controller, you should look at something like The Razer Kishi, which is part of the Razer big push in the mobile gaming scene. Kishi slips and fits almost every Android smartphone that you could
think of, without having to worry about Bluetooth. The built-in USB-C port ensures that you won't end up falling behind in the middle of an intense gaming session when your teammates need you most. The Razer even included a built-in USB-C port that can be used for passable charging for your smartphone. With Kishi, there are only a
few minor remorse, with smaller smartphones potentially suffering from some hesitation. Also, you won't be able to take this controller to your computer or Xbox, as there is no Bluetooth connection on board. But this is our favorite game controller for Android and for good reason. Credits - The team that worked on this guide Andrew Myrick



is a regular freelancer at Android Central and iMore. He has been a technology enthusiast ever since the original iPhone was released and continues to flip-flop between devices. You might as well connect it to an IV filled coffee to get it during the day. If you have any questions, you can find it on Twitter and it will come back to you. We
can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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